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Chapter 1: Foundational Concepts

1.1 ROBOTIS DREAM II System Overview
ROBOTIS offers quite a large range of educational robotics kits to fit different user’s ages and
skill sets, please review this YouTube® video (https://youtu.be/Rxmgfose8wE) for an older (2017)
survey of the ROBOTIS “family” of robots. It did not include the ENGINEER Kits 1 and 2
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJ0kP0mVPwE) which were released later in 2019-2020.
The DREAM II system (http://www.robotis.us/dream/) offers an extensive range of sensors
such as Touch, Color, Magnetic, Passive IR and Temperature sensors. It can operate 2 different
types of actuators (Continuous-Turn or Position-Control). Its Controller can be the CM-150
(https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/parts/controller/cm-150/)
or
CM-151
(https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/parts/controller/cm-151/) (see Fig. 1.1). Either Controller
can be programmed with several software packages such as ROBOTIS’ tools
(R.TASK/R+BLOCK/R+PLAY700), SCRATCH (from MIT), or EDBOT (from Robots in Schools) for
use with Python (see Thai, 2018 and Thai, 2019).
The present book was written to leverage special features of the Chromebook so that 3 Robotics
Programming approaches could be presented to readers/users with different skill levels:
1) “Block Coding” with R+BLOCK for the youngest beginners.
2) “Menu-Guided Programming” with R+TASK for users with intermediate skills.
3) Standard Python Programming with THONNY IDE and Chromebook’s LINUX Virtual
Environment for more advanced users.

Fig. 1.1 Hardware Controllers for DREAM II kits: CM-151 (left) and CM-150 (right).
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The DREAM II system shares into a common ROBOTIS System Design Paradigm which considers a typical ROBOTIS robot to be a Computer Network with four major components:
1) A Hardware Controller, CM-150/151 (see Fig. 1.1), is the “Main Brain” for the robot. It
contains the user’s instructions for the robot to execute varied tasks as programmed by the user.
Outwardly, there is no physical difference between CM-150 and CM-151, but the CM-151 has
about 40% improvements in processing speed and sensor throughput. It also has an embedded
BT-410 receiver with much improved wireless communications reliability (no packet losses for
indoors usage per author’s experiences). The CM-150 uses an external BT-410 receiver via its
UART port.
2) The Sensors component (such as NIR or Touch sensors – see Fig. 1.2), which helps the Hardware Controller get information about its surroundings. Sensor data are usually obtained as
analog signals that need to be digitized by the Hardware Controller before the programmer can
make use of the sensor inputs.

Fig. 1.2 Selected Sensors: NIR Sensor (left) and Touch Sensor (right).
3) The Actuators component (e.g., Servo Motors or LEDs – see Fig. 1.3), which allows the Hardware Controller to perform the appropriate robot actions upon the real world as programmed by
the user. Advanced actuators such as servo motors have their own micro-controllers to work in
concert with the Hardware Controller.

Fig. 1.3 Selected Actuators: Servo Motor (left) and LED Display (right)
……………………..
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1.1.2 DREAM II - School Set
The School Set is customized for the USA market and roughly corresponds to a bundle of the
major components of Levels 1, 2 and 3 combined. Thus, both Autonomous-Behavior and RemoteControl applications can be achieved with the School Set (23 robot designs). This book is specifically
written for the School Set (Fig. 1.6), but users need to also realize that extra components are available via the ROBOTIS e-Shop Network (https://www.robotis.us/ and https://www.robotis.com/).

Fig. 1.6 DREAM II School Set (Courtesy of ROBOTIS).

1.2 Sense-Think-Act Paradigm
Usually, the younger robotics students were surprised when I started my robotics short courses
by mentioning that they had been using the Sense-Think-Act paradigm in everyday activities already. I used Fig. 1.7 to explain how humans use our Senses to let us know about the external World
(i.e., Perception) and apply those Sensations into our Cognitive process (i.e., Thinking) to devise
proper Actions/Reactions to the situation at hand. These Actions/Reactions in turn would change
some aspects of the external World resulting in new Sensations triggering the next World-HumanInteractions cycle and so forth.

Fig. 1.7 World-Human Interactions Cycle.
………………..
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1.3 Using DREAM II with Chromebooks
If the reader is using Chromebooks for the first time, the author is recommending this book “The
Ultimate Chrome OS Guide” by Keith Meyers (2021-2022). It is available in Kindle format at this
link https://www.amazon.com/s?k=ultimate+chrome+os+guide&crid=17COI4WVHVCE, and it
has different versions depending on the actual Chromebook model that the reader already possessed
or plans to purchase. The author used three different Chromebook brands in developing DREAM II
projects for this book (see Appendix A for discussions about a “median” Chromebook to use for materials presented in this book).
Currently (April 2022), all ROBOTIS software tools such as BLOCK, TASK V2/3 and other mobile Apps were developed for devices running on Android OS, so their uses on Chromebooks are still
“quirky”. Appendix A lists possible use issues of the DREAM II Hardware and Software suite and
the author’s “work-arounds” for those issues. The author recommends readers to read Appendix A before continuing with Chapters 2, 3 and 4.
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Chapter 2: Using R+ Block

Block Programming/Coding tools are well suited for the youngest beginners (5+) in computer
programming,
in
general,
and
in
robotics
programming,
in
particular
(https://childhood101.com/block-coding-websites-kids/, https://www.shaperobotics.com/blockbased-programming/).

2.1 R+SCRATCH and R+BLOCK
For the CM-150/151, ROBOTIS offers two tools to work with Block Programming/Coding:




R+SCRATCH is a helper application that runs on Windows PCs only and is designed to
work
with
the
MIT
SCRATCH
2
Offline
Editor
(https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/software/rplus2/scratch/,
https://scratch.mit.edu/download/scratch2). If the reader is interested in using this
tool, please refer to Thai (2018). Currently, R+SCRATCH works with CM-150 only.
R+BLOCK is based on Google Blockly and is originally designed for Android Mobile Devices
(https://developers.google.com/blockly,
https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/software/rplus2/rplus2_block/). For a comparison between Blockly
and Scratch, the interested reader can visit this link https://www.robotlab.com/blog/blockly-vs-scratch-whats-best-for-me).

The R+BLOCK App was originally designed for Android Mobile Devices, but it is also usable on
Chromebooks (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.robotis.rblock).
However,
some issues remain and are discussed/resolved in Appendix A and later in this Chapter. True to its
namesake, R+BLOCK uses a BLOCK-based interface to ease interaction and learning for the youngest beginners in robotics programming/coding (see Fig. 2.1). Please install this App on your
Chromebook if you have not yet done so.

Fig. 2.1 A Basic R+BLOCK program/code.
This ROBOTIS web site contains good information for using the R+BLOCK App from software
installation
to
how
to
navigate
and
how
to
use
its
Menu
System
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(https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/software/rplus2/rplus2_block/). The current version of
R+BLOCK is V.1.1.3 (c. 2020). The author recommends that readers go over these materials and practice on their own Chromebooks to get some familiarity with the Menu
system of R+BLOCK. Readers can also watch this Video Tutorial for a “minimal” How-To Primer
about R+BLOCK on Chromebooks (https://youtu.be/Fn-j2-X602Q).
Currently (Spring 2022), R+BLOCK works well with the CM-150 on Chromebooks, and only
partially with the CM-151 as this is a newer controller, however this issue will likely be taken care of
by ROBOTIS in the near future.
Chapter 2 is written for a complete beginner in robotics and computer programming, and we
will be using the “Basic Avoider” platform and its variance (Fig. 2.2) to learn how to use the
R+BLOCK App. A “Spiral” learning approach (Bergin, 2012) will be used for instructional purposes
where the author would show how to use the R+BLOCK tool with projects having increasing scope
and difficulty.

2.2 Construction of Avoider/Follower Robot
First, let’s build a Basic Avoider/Follower robot as the demonstration platform (see Fig. 2.2) for
various software projects presented in upcoming sections of this Chapter 2. Please watch Video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TORJnsplPYI about how to use the R+DESIGN App to construct this robot, but only up to Step 201 of the DREAM L2 Avoider design. The final steps
are to add two IRSS-10 sensors to the Back Side of this robot and to Port 3 and Port 4 of the CM150/151 (also see Fig. 1.1 for a view of the finished robots).
These IRSS-10 sensors (https://www.robotis.us/ir-sensor-irss-10/) will have to be purchased
separately as they do not come with the DREAM II School Set. Technical details for the IRSS-10
Sensor are available at https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/parts/sensor/irss-10/.

Fig. 2.2 Basic Avoider demonstration platform.
We are now ready to learn how to use the R+BLOCK App and most importantly how to learn
basic Robotics Programming Concepts and Techniques using this Avoider platform. Please keep
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this web link (https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/software/rplus2/rplus2_block/) open for
quick references when needed.

2.3 R+BLOCK Menu System
Fig. 2.3 depicts the Start-Up Window for R+BLOCK in Chrome OS:

Fig. 2.3 R+BLOCK’s Start-Up Window.






On the Left Edge, ones can see the various types of Programming/Coding Blocks that can
be used in a R+BLOCK Project: Control, Motion, Sensor, Calculation, Variable
and Function.
On the Top Right corner, ones can see 3 Buttons involving the Current BLOCK Project:
Play, Stop and Save, and the More Button (3 vertical dots).
The “More” Button will allow the user to access 3 more sub-menus: Settings, Workspace and Task. With Settings chosen and drilling down to Bluetooth, the user can
scan for the BT-210/410 receivers connected to the CM-150/151. With Workspace
chosen, the user can select various actions related to Projects (*.rpb files): Save, Load,
Clear, New and Delete (see Appendix A for the exact location of the saved project files,
i.e., the DREAM Folder).
The Task sub-menu allows the user to download the Current BLOCK Project directly
into the CM-150/151 as a TASK binary code, or to convert it into a TASK V.2 format/file
(*.tskx) saved to the same DREAM Folder as for BLOCK Projects. This option will be
discussed in more details within a later sub-section.

……………….
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2.4 Learning R+BLOCK Programming Basics
At present, R+BLOCK (V.1.1.3) works properly with the CM-150 and only partially correct with
the CM-151: for example, the Buzzer functions work the same way with both controllers, but internal NIR sensors are reporting their correct values with the CM-150, but not with the CM-151.
The following sub-sections, 2.4.1 through 2.4.5, were written for a “complete beginner” reader
in mind, but they could be used as “review materials” for readers with more experiences in Block
Programming from elsewhere.
The reader is recommended to first view https://youtu.be/CvgenQ5BXXs for a quick working
tour of the R+BLOCK application and to learn about the editing basics for R+BLOCK by following
the author’s steps in creating the example R+BLOCK project named “SequenceControl_0.rpb” (see
Fig. 2.9).

Fig. 2.9 Project “SequenceControl_0.rpb” and Test 1.
At this point, if the reader had been watching the previous video and had been practicing along
with this video, then the reader is ready to continue to Sub-Section 2.4.1. If not, please start
R+BLOCK on your Chromebook and load up the project named “SequenceControl_0.rpb” before
going on to Sub-Section 2.4.1.
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2.4.1 Sequence Control
In this unit, we are going to learn that by default the CM-150/151 controller behaves sequentially, i.e., it can do only one thing at a time. First, we are going to perform a few “tests” with “SequenceControl_0.rpb”:
…………………….
2.4.2 Program Modularization with Functions
Project “SequenceControl_3_F.rpb” (Fig. 2.13) makes the robot perform the same exact maneuver as Project “SequenceControl_3.rpb”, except now it uses the R+BLOCK Function facility (please
review Fig. 2.8):

Fig. 2.13 Project “SequenceControl_3_F.rpb”.


Each Function essentially groups a finite number of Blocks that would perform a certain
job when it is Called from the Main Function which is the ONE and ONLY ONE with
the START Block.

………………………
2.4.3 Using Variables & Conditional Structure IF
In Sub-Section 2.4.3, we shift our focus to the (Sensors/Inputs) component and its EVENTS link
to the (Robot/Computer) component (see bottom right of Fig. 2.15), using the “SetVariables.rpb”
Project.
Fig. 2.15 shows some typical Input/Output manipulations often used with Sensor Data:
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1. The first Block after Start shows how to access an Internal Sensor named “Middle IR
Sensor”, read its current Digitized Value, and save it into a Variable named “Speed”.
2. The second Block gets/retrieves the Numerical Value that is stored in Variable Speed
and Print it out on R+BLOCK’s Runtime Output Panel.
3. The third Block gets Variable Speed’s Numerical Value and multiplies it by 2. The
result of this multiplication is then saved into Variable Power. The multiplication factor
of 2 was used because it suited the particular Internal IR sensors on the author’s robot,
readers can/should use other values to suit their situations.
4. As we plan to use Variable Power as a setting to Motors connected to Ports 1 and 2 later,
we should aim for a number between 0 and 100, to match with the expected data type (a
percentage) for these Motors. For this job, a Conditional Structure (simple IF) is used
(4th and 5th Blocks):
a. This IF structure uses a Conditional Expression (Power’s Value > 100) to decide what to do next (4th Block).
b. At code run time, if Power’s Value turns out to be less than 100, this Conditional
Expression evaluates to FALSE, then Program Execution jumps to the Block
following the DO “bracket” (the 6th Block in this case) and thus Prints out the
current Value of Variable Power (which logically should be less than 100).

……………..
2.4.4 Using Main Endless Loop
R+BLOCK supports the usual types of Repetition Structures: Endless/Forever Loop, Conditional
Loop, Counting Loop, and Wait Loop.
The Sense-Think-Act Loop (see Fig. 1.8) is an example of an Endless Loop. We will be using
several Projects to demonstrate this most important concept:


“IR_Throughput.rpb” to illustrate the “Input Systemic Time Delay” (ISTD) issue.
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“SetVariables_F.rpb” to troubleshoot the use of Variable Power for activating Ports 1 and
2 Motors.
“Spinning_Top_1.rpb” and “Spinning_Top_2.rpb” to show an example of Simple Autonomous Behavior controlled by the Middle IR Sensor.

Previously, the Project “SequencedManeuvers.rpb” was used to identify the issue of Output Systemic Time Delay. This time, we are going to investigate a similar issue but for Sensor Input Data
with the Project “IR_Troughput.rpb” using the 3 Internal IR Sensors.

Fig. 2.16 Project “IR_Throughput.rpb”.
………………….
2.4.5 TASK Conversion Tool
We had been using the R+BLOCK’s TASK Conversion Tool since Sub-Section 2.4.2, but we did
not examine the converted TASK code in detail yet. Thus, R+BLOCK was used to convert “Spinning_Top_2.rpb” to “Spinning_Top_2.tskx” which is next compiled and downloaded to the
CM_150/151. This converted TASK program had great run-time performances as the issues of
ISTD and OSTD were minimized, because the robot controlling code was then running at the CM150/151 level (and not at the Chromebook level as in Sub-Section 2.4.4).
…………….

2.5 Beginner’s Approach for R+BLOCK Projects
In this section, the author strives to provide beginning “roboteers” with a general approach to
thinking about robotics projects, as well as concrete sequential steps that ultimately result in an
efficient R+BLOCK program that can perform the tasks/behaviors that are required of the DREAM
II robot for a given project.
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2.5.1 Sense-Think-Act Paradigm revisited
2.5.2 Reactive-Control Approach
Let’s see how we can use the “Sense-Think-Act” (STA) Paradigm to help us program the DREAM
II robot to perform the previous set of tasks. Fig. 2.25 is just another illustration of STA, but we’ll
be concentrating on the dashed red boundary in its lower right corner (i.e., zooming in on the Computing Hardware components).

Fig. 2.25 World-Chromebook-DREAM II Robot Interactions Cycle (revisited).
……………..
2.5.3 Event-Action Pairs
With the “Reactive Control” (RC) approach, the first step RC1 is to translate each project goal
from the above list into a specific Condition/Event matched with an appropriate Action for the robot
to do (see Fig. 2.26).
…………….
2.5.4 Sensor-Actuator Pairs
The second step RC2 is to build upon the results of the previous step RC1 by mirroring its
Event-Action pair into a matching Sensor-Actuator pair as shown in Fig. 2.27. The goal is to specify the kind of Sensors/Actuators (in a general sense) to be used and to prescribe how
they are to be used.
…………………..
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2.5.5 Event-Programming Approach
Another benefit for using the Event-Action and Sensor-Actuator Pairs is that they will help with
the actual coding (as shown later in Section 2.5.6), as the R+BLOCK syntax would support practically a one-to-one correspondence of all Event-Action Pairs A to Z shown in Fig. 2.28 into similar
“physical” locations within the final R+BLOCK code, except for two aspects that had not been discussed yet:
2.5.6 Application to Escaping Spinning Top
The next step is to transform the list of Sensor-Actuator Pairs into logical structures that can be
implemented on the Computing Component, usually in pseudo code first, then in the programming
language chosen by the user.
From Fig. 2.27, two possible R+BLOCK solutions can be developed: one is using a PARALLELIFs construct, the other is using an IF-ELSE-IF construct. Both can be laid out in pseudo code as
shown below:




PARALLEL-IFs (can be called CONSECUTIVE-IFs also)
o If (Event 1 is TRUE) then (Activate Robot Maneuver 1)
o If (Event 2 is TRUE) then (Activate Robot Maneuver 2)
o …
IF-ELSE-IF (designed for mutually exclusive Event-Action Pairs)
o If (Event 1 is TRUE) then (Activate Robot Maneuver 1)
o Else If (Event 1 is TRUE) then (Activate Robot Maneuver 2)
o …

In practice, diligent users would soon realize that backtracking various steps of the Abstraction
and Algorithm Phases for improving one’s R+BLOCK program will be the “norm” for any meaningful robotic project.

2.5.7 Application to Clap-based Remote Control
If the reader needs to use a Delay Time that is shorter than 1 second, he/she is referred to Function Delay() which essentially is a “Do Nothing” Counting Loop. This function is included in
both Projects “Clapping_RC_1.rpb” and “Clapping_RC_2.rpb”.

2.6 Object Detection & Line Tracking with NIR Sensors
This Section showcases R+BLOCK projects that require Fast Sensor Inputs and Responsive
Motor Actions which are inherently “weak features” for the “Chromebook/R+Block/Dream II”
Computing System, due its ISTD and OSTD issues. But their implementations can be useful reference points when we switch to the “Chromebook/TASK/Dream II” Computing System or the
“Chromebook/Python/TASK/Dream II” Computing System, in Chapters 3 and 4.
…………….
2.6.1 Avoider
The “Avoider” will be using its Left (Port 3) and Right (Port 4) IRSS-10 Sensors to detect a single
object and to accomplish the tasks described in the following Event-Action list:


If there is no obstacle in front of Avoider, it can go forward.
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If there is an object on Avoider’s Left, it should back away and turn to the Right to avoid
the obstacle.
If there is an object on Avoider’s Right, it should back away and turn to the Left to avoid
the obstacle.
If there is an object in front of Avoider, it should go straight Back to avoid the obstacle.

……………
The author is recommending another interesting experiment that the reader can make with
these different versions of the Avoider codes: create a maze using books or boxes and let the Avoider
robot roam freely through it. The reader will be surprised with its behaviors depending on which
R+BLOCK code is used, especially when the maze has a cul-de-sac.

2.6.2 Follower
By its namesake, the new Project Follower will be using the “Reverse Logic” of Project Avoider,
but still using the same robot physical configuration. This time, we’ll go back to using the Internal
IR Sensors of the CM-150/151.
………………


Technique 3 is a variation of Technique 2 and it uses “parallel” LOOPs instead of “parallel” IFs. It combines “Data Acquisition” tasks in its Conditional Statements, thus it uses
the least number of statements, as compared to the other two Techniques. Example programs using Technique 3 are “Avoider_4b.rpb”, “Avoider_4i.rpb” and “Follower_1.rpb”.
“Follower_2.rpb” is a hybrid solution combining Techniques 3 and 1.

2.6.3 Smart Avoider
The “Smart Avoider” Project seeks to combine Autonomous-Behavior and Remote-Control techniques so that the Avoider robot can “save itself” when, on purpose, the operator drives the robot
into an obstacle. This project combines concepts and programming techniques from “Clapping_RC_2.rpb” and “Avoider_2.rpb” with additional algorithm changes.
…………….
The “Smart Avoider” project showcased a mixed “RC/Autonomous” approach to control the
Avoider robot, in the last two projects of Section 2.6, we will go “full-autonomous”.

2.6.4 Simple Line Tracker
For this project, the Avoider is rotated 90 degrees “down” and a small frontal wheel is attached
(see Fig. 2.54) to keep the four IR Sensors within a good working range for surveying the ground
surface.
…………
As a comparison, the reader may check out the equivalent “Line Tracker” solution using MIT
SCRATCH-2 running on a Desktop PC (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNlFmCwqP8I).
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2.6.5 Yin-Yang Line Tracker
For the “Yin-Yang Line Tracker” (YYLT) Project, we will be using all 4 IR Sensors mounted on
the Line-Tracker robot (see Fig. 2.56): the two Internal IR Sensors, and the two IRSS-10s mounted
to Ports 3 (Left) and 4 (Right).
In the “Yin-Yang Line Tracker” Project, the Event/Action Pairs to monitor are based on the ones
used for the “Simple Line Tracker” Project as the robot is still required to follow a “track”, but this
track can now flip from Black to White. Additionally, we need to use the IRSS-10s to figure out
which type of Background (Black or White) is the robot running on at any point in time.
……………..

2.7 Position Control of Servo Motors
The
DREAM
II
School
Set
comes
with
1
Servo
Motor
SM-10
(https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/parts/motor/servo_motor/) which can be programmed to
hold its horn at a given Goal Position between -150 and +150 degrees (see Fig. 2.58) – this is
called Position Control Mode:

Fig. 2.58 Servo Motor SM-10: Features and Use Example as Steering Column for Motorcycle.
…………
The reader can use the example code “Basic_Servo.rpb” on an SM-10 just by itself to see how
the Position Control Mode works. Please note that the SM-10 works only at 100% speed when
used in Position Control Mode with R+BLOCK. Later to be shown in Chapters 3 and 4, this rotational speed can be changed in TASK and PYTHON programs.
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2.7.1 Smart TriCycle
The author chose the TriCycle robot to illustrate the use of the SM-10 to control its Steering
Wheel (see Fig. 2.59 – more construction details are shown in Appendix B). Essentially, the Tricycle’s backend is the same as for the Avoider. The SM-10 is connected to the Controller’s front, and
then a Steering Wheel unit is mounted onto its horn. The Steering Wheel unit uses a Passive Rubber
Tire and also has an IRSS-10 Sensor mounted on it.
……..

Fig. 2.70 An example Obstacle Evading Event using program “Smart_Tricycle.rpb”.

2.7.2 Dowel Scanner
In this last project using R+BLOCK, the author developed a Dowel Scanner robot as shown in
Fig. 2.71 by using a different mechanical configuration of the Port 3’s SM-10 and the Port 4’s IRSS10 (more construction details are available in Appendix B).

Fig. 2.83 Runtime Performances for Project “Dowel_Scan.rpb”.
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Chapter 3: Using R+TASK

To accommodate the broadest range of readers, this chapter is also written for a complete beginner in robotics and computer programming as for Chapter 2 (in case some readers are not interested in learning how to use R+BLOCK). Consequently, some materials would have to be repeated
or referred to, so the author is offering his apologies to readers who have mastered Chapter 2.
One key difference between R+BLOCK and R+TASK is where the robot’s code is executed from,
at runtime:



R+BLOCK’s codes are stored and executed on the Chromebook (CB) where the User and
Output Interfaces also reside and coordinate all runtime activities from the robot.
R+TASK’s source codes are edited and stored on the Chromebook (CB), once the source
codes are compiled into binary codes which are then downloaded to the CM-150/151
Controllers. These binary codes are executed by the CM Controllers as soon as their
Power Buttons are pushed, independently from the TASK’s User and Output Interfaces
which still reside on the Chromebook. Thus, the TASK programmer will have to do some
extra work in coordinating the running code on the CM Controllers and the User/Output
Interfaces on CB. This issue is showcased in Sub-Section 3.1.1.

For Chromebooks, the reader has a choice of using R+m.TASK 2 or R+m.TASK 3 to program the
CM-150/151, thus the author provides both versions in his example programs package. However,
only TASK 3 programs will be showcased in Chapter 3.
………………..

3.1

Learning R+TASK Programming Basics

We will be using the Avoider platform in Section 3.1 and if the reader has not yet
built this robot, please construct the Avoider robot as per instructions described in
Section 2.2 or Appendix B.1.
The R+TASK V.2 and V.3 Tools offer most of the standard programming structures found in
other languages such as C/C++. Below is a short description of the most useful features for a beginning programmer (more details on specific items will be provided at appropriate sections in this
chapter):

3.1.1 Sequence Control & Variables
In Sub-Section 3.1.1, we are going to learn that by default the CM-150/151 Controller behaves sequentially, i.e., it can do only one thing at a time.
If not done so, the reader needs to unzip the provided ZIP file containing all the example codes
for this book and transfer them onto the Chromebook (see Appendix A.2). The program named
“SequenceControl-1.tsk3” will be explained next.
…………
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3.1.2 Using Main Endless Loop
The “SequenceControl-2.tsk3” program just puts the actions sequence of “SequenceControl1.tsk3” inside an “Endless Loop” and with an additional feature of Variable Counter which is
started at “0” outside the Endless Loop and incremented by “1”, every time a loop gets done. Fig.
3.2 shows this completed program.
………..
3.1.3 Program Modularization with Functions
Let’s start with the “Maneuvers-1.tsk3” program (Fig. 3.5) which uses previous concepts already
explained in Sub-Section 3.1.1. But this time, they are combined to make the robot go Forward at
Speed = 512 for 0.5 second, and a COMPUTE type of statement is used to separately set the
DIRECTION and SPEED for each of the Motor Ports, 2 (i.e., Right) and 1 (i.e., Left), in Lines 9 and
10 in Fig. 3.5.
……………
In this Sub-Section 3.1.3, the robot’s maneuvers were “timed maneuvers”, thus they may not
work consistently for different/changing environments such as different ground surfaces that the
robot may run on, or for different charge levels of its batteries (low or high). In later Sub-Sections,
we’ll use more “conditional” programming techniques so that the same robot code can work in environments different than the one that the code was originally created in.

3.1.4 Conditional Structures for Spinning Top
In Sub-Section 3.1.4, we will look at two basic ways to use Conditional Structures which allow
programmers to create “Logical Branching” in the Overall Sequential Behavior of a TASK program.
…………………….
The reader can verify that the runtime performance of this solution “IR-based-Maneuvers-IFELSE-IF.tsk3” was not that different from the solution “IR-based-Maneuvers-IFs.tsk3”. In theory,
the IF-ELSE-IF version is computationally more efficient and therefore “faster” than the Parallel IFs
version. In the Example Codes package, the reader can use a “timed” version of both solutions to
concretely do the comparison (the results will surprise the reader!).

3.1.5 Using IFs and Loops with Avoider/Follower
In Sub-Section 3.1.5, we’ll use the same Avoider platform as before, but now it will be using its
Left and Right IR Sensors to detect a single object and to accomplish tasks described in the following
Condition-Activity list:


Technique 3 is a variation of Technique 2, and it uses “parallel” LOOP WHILEs instead
of “parallel” IFs. It combines “Data Acquisition” tasks in its Conditional Statements, thus
it uses the least number of statements, as compared to the other two Techniques. Example programs using Technique 3 are “Avoider-4b.tsk3” and “Follower-1.tsk3”. “Follower-2.tsk3” is a hybrid solution combining Techniques 3 and 1.

…………..
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3.1.6 Basic Remote-Control Techniques
On the Chromebook, the TASK 2 and 3 tools support a Virtual Remote Controller accessible via
its Integral Keyboard or its attached Mouse/Pad (see Fig. 1.5).
A full “Remocon” Packet is based on a 16-bit user-designed message wrapped up in a 6-byte
packet (http://support.robotis.com/en/product/auxdevice/communication/rc100_manual.htm).
Applications using the “full” Packet will be shown in Chapter 4 via Python and TASK programming.
For this Sub-Section 3.1.6, only the first 10 bits of the “Remocon” Packet are demonstrated in RC
applications of the Avoider robot.
Both the Physical RC-100B Remote Controller and the Virtual RC-100 Remote Controller are
designed to behave programmatically in the same manner:


Each of the 10 buttons U-D-L-R-1-2-3-4-5-6 is represented by 1 bit in a 10-bit number/message, with the “U” button using the bit-0 position and the “6” button using the
bit-9 position (see Fig. 3.22).

Fig. 3.22 Structure of an RC-100 10-bit message.
…………………
At this point, most of the TASK’s basic programming tools and techniques have been explained
and demonstrated, thus the next Section 3.2 will develop STA-derived concepts and techniques for
analyzing project requirements and learning about project development techniques from robot’s
task analysis to complete TASK code generation.

3.2 Beginner’s Approach for R+TASK Projects
In this section, the author strives to provide beginning “roboteers” with a general approach to
thinking about robotics projects, as well as concrete sequential steps that ultimately result in an
efficient R+TASK program that can perform the tasks/behaviors that are required of the DREAM II
robot for a given project.

3.2.1 Sense-Think-Act Paradigm revisited
The Sense-Think-Act Paradigm (previously described in Sub-Section 1.2) can be used a General
Thinking Tool for solving various TASK robotics projects. As applied to our current use environment
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of “Chromebook + TASK + DREAM II Robot”, the Human STA Cycle can be “redrawn” as shown in
Fig. 3.30:
………………..
3.2.2 Reactive-Control Approach
We will be using the “Sense-Think-Act” Paradigm to helps us keep the “big picture” of any robotics project in mind, as we start our “drilling down” journey into this paradigm to get to the actual
robot-controlling code that works on the Chromebook+CM150/151 system.
Let’s go through an example to see how this Sense-Think-Act paradigm can help us solve the
following challenge as described in Fig. 3.31, where a CM-150/151 based Probe Car robot (which is
in Level 4) would be able to follow an irregular black track in the shape of the number 8. Furthermore, if the Probe Car encounters a frontal obstacle (e.g., a Paper Roll) during its travel, it would
need to stop in its track, pick up the Paper Roll, move it out of the way and finally return to its
original direction of travel.

Fig. 3.31 CM-150 Probe Car following an 8-track and avoiding a frontal obstacle.
………………
Please note that the previous procedures do not involve the use of any computer nor learning
about how to use a specific software tool, and the author highly recommends that beginner roboteers
to always start with these procedures instead of jumping directly into coding or try to adapt someone
else codes, as these procedures would help the roboteer refine in his/her mind the tasks to be done
by the robot, before committing them into hard codes, thus saving the programmer lots of time in
the long run.
In the “Computational Thinking” practice, the previous two Pairing steps
(Event/Action and Sensor/Actuator) would correspond to the “Decomposition” phase
(Beecher, 2017; Denning and Tedre, 2019).
…………………..
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3.2.5 Event-Programming Approach
Another benefit of using the Event/Action and Input/Output Tables is that they will help with
the actual writing of the TASK code (as shown later in Chapter 3) as the TASK syntax used would
support practically a one-to-one correspondence of all Event/Action Pairs from these tables into
similar “physical” locations within the final program, except for two aspects that had not been discussed yet (see Fig. 3.34):
………………….
3.2.6 Application to Line Tracker with Speed Control
For this project, the Line Tracker robot is constructed by rotating the Avoider robot 90 degrees
“down” and by attaching a small wheel to its front (see Fig. 3.35), to keep the four IR Sensors within
a good working range for surveying the ground surface, although only the Internal IR Left and Right
Sensors will be used for following the Black Track.

Fig. 3.35 Line Tracker robot.
…………………….
3.2.7 Application to Smart Avoider
For this “Smart Avoider” Project, the Avoider robot is reset to its original Up-Right configuration
as shown in Fig. 1.1. The Smart Avoider will use Ports 3 and 4 IR Sensors to have a longer detection
range.
The “Smart Avoider” Project shows how to combine Autonomous-Behavior and Remote-Control
techniques so that the Avoider robot can “save itself” when, on purpose, the user drives the robot
straight into an obstacle. Essentially, we’ll try to program a little bit of “intelligence” into the robot!
……………………….
The reader is also encouraged to rearrange the IRSS-10 sensors into a “horizontal” configuration
and note any changes in the Obstacle Detection performance.
As a comparison, the reader may check out the equivalent “Smart Avoider” solution using MIT
SCRATCH-2 running on a Desktop PC (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8w_YVocCpA)
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3.3 More Line Tracking Applications
Two more Line Tracking applications are described in Section 3.3. The first one is a strippeddown version of the Probe Car, because the School Set comes with only 1 SM-10 Servo, while the
Probe Car needs 2 SM-10s. The second one is an Enhanced Line Tracker using 4 IR Sensors (2
Internal and 2 IRSS-10s out of Ports 3 and 4) which are needed to work on a “Yin-Yang” Track.

3.3.1 Line Tracker & Obstacle Avoider
For this Sub-Section 3.3.1, we will be using a CarBot configuration as described in Fig. 3.44.
Construction wise, this CarBot derives from the Avoider (Fig. 2.2), but the whole robot gets rotated
down 90 degrees so that the Internal Left & Right IR Sensors are now aimed towards the ground
and with additional “sprocket” wheels for front end support. The goal is to program this CarBot to
go forward and follow an arbitrary track created using standard black electrical tape laid out on
brown Craft paper. This CarBot would have to use its Left and Right NIR sensors to keep it “ontrack”. During its progress along this track, if the CarBot finds a frontal obstacle, it should be able
to swing around, re-discover the black track and follow it again but in the opposite direction.
……………….
3.3.2 Yin-Yang Line Tracker with Speed Control
The Yin-Yang Line Track is described in Fig. 2.56. For the “Yin-Yang Line Tracker with Speed
Control” (YYLTSC) Project, we will be using all 4 IR Sensors mounted on the Line-Tracker robot
(see Fig. 2.56): the two Internal IR Sensors, and the two IRSS-10s mounted to Ports 3 (Left) and 4
(Right).
…………..
At runtime, the author had found that it is harder for the robot to stay on the Yin-Yang Track
than for the Simple Line Track of Sub-Section 3.2.6.

3.4 Servo Motor Applications
The DREAM II School Set comes with 1 SM-10 Servo, so we’ll strive to make good use of in three
Projects: two involving a TriCycle Platform and one involving a (wood) Dowel Scanner.
The reader is referred to Section 2.7 for a brief description of the working of a Servo Motor such
as the SM-10, and to Sub-Section 2.7.1 or Appendix B.2 for the construction of the TriCycle robot.

3.4.1 TriCycle Steering Control with Servo Motor
Fig. 3.52 looks at the front of a Servo Motor that has an IRSS-10 Sensor attached to it. In TASK
codes, the Servo Motor’s position can be controlled by sending it a positive integer between 0 and
1023 whereas the Position Number “512” corresponds the Default “0 degree” Position, while “819”
corresponds to +90 degrees and “205” corresponds to -90 degrees.
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Fig. 3.52 TASK’s Position Control of Servo Motor with attached NIR Sensor.
The projects in Sub-Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 use an SM-10 Servo Motor via Port 3 and an IRSS10 Sensor via Port 4. The TriCycle’s powered back end is the same as the previous Avoider, but on
its front end is mounted a Servo Motor/Front Wheel (Fig. 3.53). The Front Wheel is passive, and it
is attached via a U-shaped frame to the horn of the Servo Motor. The NIR Sensor is then attached
to the Front Wheel assembly. Thus, the Servo Motor (Port 3) controls the direction of the Steering
Wheel and the View Angle of the NIR Sensor (itself connected to Port 4).
………………….
The reader is also encouraged to try his or her own control scheme whereas each turn corresponds to a “fixed” angular change for the Steering Wheel and a “fixed” numerical change in the
Variable Speed Differential.

3.4.2 Smart TriCycle
The Smart TriCycle Project has the same operational features as the Smart Avoider, that is it can
evade an obstacle on its own, when the Operator drives it into an obstacle (Sub-Section 3.2.7).
………………
3.4.3 Dowel Scanner
For this project, we would need a nimble robot, so it’s back to the Avoider’s platform, but this
time with a Servo Motor (SM-10) “Head” that is slewing a forward-looking IRSS-10 Sensor (see Fig.
3.70), yielding a “Dowel Scanner” robot. This robot’s tasks are to identify two Wood Dowels placed
at random in front of it (see Fig. 3.71), specifically to identify which Dowel is closest to it and approach it within a certain distance, then it would need to switch its attention to find the second
Dowel and likewise to approach it within a given distance.
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As TASK codes run directly on the CM-150/151, we do not have to deal with the I/O Systemic
Time Delays issue like for R+BLOCK (see Sub-Section 2.7.2), and this robot can now “scan on the
fly”. Thus, the reader will see that the TASK’s Dowel Scanning approach is different from the one
used in R+BLOCK.

Fig. 3.70 “Dowel Scanner” Robot.
……….
In summary, for the Projects shown in Chapter 3, the author recommends that the reader should
make time to compare TASK techniques and results as compared to the ones used for R+BLOCK in
Chapter 2. So, it is worth repeating the old adage “When there is a will, there’s a way”, or perhaps
an adapted version of another old adage “The old robot can be taught new tricks!”.
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Chapter 4: Using Python (and TASK)

The author’s motivation for writing this Chapter was to develop an approach for readers of Chapters 2 (R+BLOCK) and 3 (TASK) to carry the concepts and techniques learned there, and to apply
them to Python on Chromebooks.
The author’s approach was to “cater” to R+BLOCK users and used “Analogy” as an instructional
tool. Thus, as much as possible, each BLOCK interacting with the CM-150/151 will match with ONE
Python Function using the same numbers and types of inputs to the matching BLOCK in R+BLOCK.
As an example, for the CM-150/151 Buzzer, Fig. 4.1 shows on the left an R+BLOCK code that plays
a Music Scale for 2 seconds, next plays a Musical Melody before exiting, and on the right an equivalent Python program:

Fig. 4.1 Using Buzzer in R+BLOCK and Python.
……………..

4.1 Setting up Chromebook for Python
The reader is referred to Appendix A for proper procedures to install the Linux Virtual Environment on his/her Chromebook, along with the Thonny IDE which is used by the author to develop
the Python projects in this book. The reader can of course use any other Python editor of his/her
choice.
The typical hardware configuration for using Python with Chromebooks and the DREAM II system is described in Fig. 4.2:


The reader can see the Thonny IDE and Linux Terminal Apps on the Chromebook’s Display.
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A USB hub is definitely needed so that the USB BT-410 Dongle can be used. Multiple
dongles can be used – the first one maps into the Linux device named “ttyUSB0”, while
the next one maps into “ttyUSB1”, etc... Please note that currently this Dongle works
properly only with Linux, and it is not useable at the Chrome OS level. The reader can
recall that R+BLOCK and TASK 2/3 do not need a USB BT-410 Dongle to connect to the
BT-410 Receiver on the CM-150/151 side.

Fig. 4.2 Typical Hardware Configuration used for Python Programming on Chromebooks.

4.2 Using “CNT_Block.py” Module
In this Section, the reader is guided to use the Python Module “CNT_Block.py” as a “black-boxy”
library of Block-like Utility Functions, along with some handy Python structures and techniques for
getting the best runtime performance out of DREAM II robots.
The API documents for
“CNT_Block.py” and “CNT_Block.tskx/tsk3” are available in Appendix C.

4.2.1 Integral IR Sensors
The program “IR_Throughput.py” shows how to access the Internal/Integral IR Sensors, Left,
Middle and Right, with the Utility Function Read_Integrated_IR(Location), defined within the
“CNT_Block.py” Module, where the Argument Location is defined as follows:




Location = 0 for Left Integral IR Sensor.
Location = 1 for Middle Integral IR Sensor.
Location = 2 for Right Integral IR Sensor.

……………………
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The reader will see that the data throughput of “IR_Thoughput.py” is much higher than
“IR_Throughput.rpb” on the same Chromebook and at the same baud rate used for BT communications, because Remocon Packets are simpler messages than R+BLOCK messages (whatever they
are as their structures are proprietary to ROBOTIS).

4.2.2 IR Sensors used on Ports 3 and 4
In R+BLOCK, Ports 3 and 4 on the CM-150/151 can be used to connect to an IRSS-10 IR Sensor
or a Touch Sensor. Thus, Utility Function Read_Port_IR_Touch (PortNo, Option), defined
within the “CNT_Block.py” Module, was created with this feature whereas:

4.2.3 Geared Motors used on Ports 1 and 2
The program “SequenceManeuvers.py” illustrates the typical usage of Utility Function
Turn_Gear_Motor(PortNo, Direction, Power) which is defined within the “CNT_Block.py”
Module, whereas:

4.2.4 Escaping Spinning Top
Next, let us compare “Spinning_Top_2.py” to “Spinning_Top_2.rpb” (see Fig. 2.21 and SubSection 2.4.4).
Fig. 4.9 shows the complete listing for program “Spinning_Top_2.py” (except for Lines 6-10
which are displayed in Fig. 4.7 already):



Lines 31 and 33 show the sameness in structure for the Main Function in both Python
and R+BLOCK codes.
User Function Set_Power() has the same goal for both versions, which is to collect the
first reading on IR Sensor Middle and convert it into a Power setting between 0 and 100:
o Lines 14 and 15 have the same “meaning” in both versions.
o Line 17 is unique to Python because Utility Function Read_Integrated_IR()
has an Error Checking feature previously mentioned in Sub-Section 4.2.1.
o The constant “275” used in Line 18 represents a way to set a zone about 1” and
above the CM-150/151 Middle IR Sensor to serve as the sensing region used
for the setting of Variable Power. The reader also should remember that this
Python solution requires a “marker/obstacle” to be above the Middle IR Sensor
before its execution, for this project to run properly.
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Fig. 4.9 Program “Spinning_Top_2.py”.

4.2.5 Avoider and Follower
Let us next compare “Avoider_3.py” (Figs. 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15) to “Avoider_3.rpb” (Figs. 2.34,
2.38 and 2.42).
In Fig. 2.34 (Sub-Section 2.5.3), the Block WAIT UNTIL (MIRS != 0) was used to wait for the
Operator to insert a blocking object within the LOS of the Middle IR Sensor, to begin the process of
acquiring the latest MIRS value and using it for setting Variable Speed. But, in Python, there is no
WAIT UNTIL Loop, so its WHILE Loop can be used as a WAIT WHILE Loop, thus the Conditional
Expression is changed to the reverse of the one used in R+BLOCK: i.e., WAIT WHILE (MIRS ==
0) – see Line 25 of Fig. 4.13. The 0.01 s Time Delay in Line 26 is actually needed because Python
does not like the body for a WHILE Loop to be “empty”, and also to give time for the Middle IR
Sensor to get ready for another Read operation.
…………
4.2.6 Using Sound Counter
In this Sub-Section 4.2.6, we will get to use the Sound Counter facilities built-in the CM150/151, i.e., Addresses 86 and 87 of their Control Table
(https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/parts/controller/cm-151/). In R+BLOCK, Address 86 is
referred to as “Controller Result of Sound Counter Value”, and Address 87 is referred to as “Controller Real-Time Sound Counter Value” – see Fig. 2.6 of Section 2.3.
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4.2.7 Using Keyboard with Line Trackers
For the Python projects showcased in the rest of this Section 4.2, we will be using Keyboard
Inputs
using
a
simple
OpenCV
Function
named
“waitKeyEx()”
(https://docs.opencv.org/3.4/d7/dfc/group__highgui.html#gafa15c0501e0ddd90918f17aa071d3
dd0, https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/python-opencv-waitkeyex-function/?ref=rp).
………………….
The
Python
project
‘Yin_Yang_Line_Tracker.py”
is
best
compared
with
“Yin_Yang_Line_Tracker.tsk3” of Sub-Section 3.3.2, which of course yields the higher Power Limit
that the robot can run at and still stays “On-Track”.

4.2.8 Smart Avoider
As previously discussed in Sub-Sections 2.6.3 and Sub-Sections 3.2.7, the “Smart Avoider” project is a good example of mixing Remote-Control and Autonomous-Behavior.
This Python project “Smart_Avoider.py” is best compared with “Smart_Avoider.tsk3” of SubSection 3.2.7, in terms of programming structures and techniques (see Figs. 4.34 through Fig.
4.41).
Part 1 of Initializations needed in “Smart_Avoider.py” is shown in Fig. 4.34, mainly:



Lines 20-22 list the 3 Threshold values used by the author, which should be adjusted
for the user’s situation.
Line 23 initializes Boolean Variable obstacle to FALSE. This is an important Variable
controlling the logic for the “Obstacle Avoidance” algorithm used.

Part 2 of Initializations needed in “Smart_Avoider.py” is shown in Fig. 4.35, mainly for:


Boolean Variable stop_once is very important to keyboard processing techniques
used later in this program. Line 46 initializes it to FALSE.
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Fig. 4.34 Part 1 of Initializations in “Smart_Avoider.py”.

Fig. 4.35 Part 2 of Initializations in “Smart_Avoider.py”.
……………….
o
o

Once cleared of the Obstacle, the robot is stopped (Line 181), next using the
screen display (Line 183) and the robot’s buzzer (Line 184), this “success” is announced to the Operator. At this point, the Operator should release all keys.
But for “just in case”, Lines 187-188 are used to keep the program “stuck” at this
location until Function cv2.waitKeyEx() reads in “-1”, i.e., when no key is
pushed by the Operator. The reader can compare this solution to the one used
in TASK – see Lines 77-81 in Fig. 3.43.

……………..
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4.2.9 Smart TriCycle
In Sub-Sections 4.2.9 and 4.2.10, we will be using the Servo Motor SM-10
(https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/parts/motor/servo_motor/). The SM-10 can be used in
Position Control mode (used in this book) or in Continuous Turn mode (not used in this book).
The program “Basic_Servo.py” was written to show first-time users how to set up this Position
Control mode, and to flip-flop between two Servo Positions (-50 and +50 degrees).
The two relevant Utility Functions from the “CNT_Block.py” Module are:




Turn_Servo_Motor (PortNo, Direction, Power), whereas:
o PortNo = 0 for Port 3 and PortNo = 1 for Port 4.
o Direction = 0 for CCW and Direction = 1 for CW (if using SM-10 in Position
Control mode use CCW only).
o Power is in the range [0-100] (see Line 14 in Fig. 4.42).
Set_Servo_Position (PortNo, GoalPosition), whereas:
o PortNo = 0 for Port 3 and PortNo = 1 for Port 4.
o Goal Position in the range [-150, 150] degrees (see Line 15 in Fig. 4.42).

…………….
The reader has probably observed that this Python solution is very close to the TASK solution
described in Sub-Section 3.4.2, except for the way that the Operator’s runtime inputs are handled:
for TASK, it was through the Virtual RC-100 Buttons, and for Python, it was through the Keyboard
directly.

4.2.10 Dowel Scanner
First, let’s use the program “Servo_Scan.py” to get some basic Dowel scanning data so that we
can compare between the TASK and Python performances for this type of operation.
Fig. 4.54 shows the Variables definitions used in “Servo_Scan.py”:




The only “new” Variables are the NumPy numerical arrays used on Lines 7 and 8
(https://pythonnumericalmethods.berkeley.edu/notebooks/chapter02.07Introducing_numpy_arrays.html).
Line 7 defines an Array named “NIR_data” with 25 elements initially set to ZEROs.
Line 8 defines an Array named “GP_data” with 25 elements initially set to ZEROs.

…………………………..
At this point, the reader should be very comfortable with using the Utility Functions provided in
the Python Module “CNT_Block.py”, so let’s start looking “under the hood” for this Python Module
and its companion TASK code, so that the reader can add his/her own Utility Functions or create
his/her own Modules to work with the DREAM II system, and actually with any other ROBOTIS
system that uses the Remocon Protocol, such as BIOLOID or ENGINEER.

4.3 “Looking Under The Hood”
The reader should be aware that the ROBOTIS Remocon Protocol is implemented in all “Edutaiment” CM controllers (CM-5 to CM-550, including OpenCM-904, and probably in future
ROBOTIS CM controllers also). Thus, the information described in Section 4.3 has potential and
wide applications to other ROBOTIS robotics kits, even though this book was written for the CM150/151 Controllers.
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The format of the Remocon Packet is described at this link https://emanual.robotis.com/docs/en/parts/communication/rc-100/#communication-packet. Since it was introduced in Sub-Section 3.1.6, we have used only the first 10 bits of the 16 bits that are available to
the user. The “design” of the “CNT_Block.py” and “CNT_Block.tskx/tsk3” modules relied on the
use of all 16 bits.
…………………………
The reader can see that the ROBOTIS Remocon Packet has built-in error-checking features as
wireless data transmission is not 100% reliable at all times. Later, the Utility Functions in the
“CNT_Block” Module will demonstrate how to use these features to sort out “good” from “bad”
packets.

4.3.1 Using 16-bit Remocon Packet
In this work, the highest bits (Bits 12-15) of the Remocon Data are reserved for Parameter
comm_type (i.e., Command Type). As 4 bits are used, comm_type can have up to 16 values (0
to 15), the “CNT_Block.py” Module uses the values 0 to 10 (i.e., 11 values), thus there is room
for the reader to add 5 more Command Types if he/she wishes to!
…………………….
Appendix C and the provided source file “CNT_Block.py” contains the complete details for
each comm_type Utility Function and the format of its matching Remocon Data. In Sub-Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, only selected comm_type Utility Functions and their corresponding
Remocon Data will be explained in detail. The reader can figure out the rest on his/her own, as
an exercise towards the reader’s progress of creating his/her own comm_type facilities in the
“near future”!

4.3.2 “CNT_Block.py”
Fig. 4.64 shows the IMPORT Section of the Module “CNT_Block.py”:





Lines 8 and 9 show that this Module uses the Standard Time and Sys modules.
Line 10 shows that OpenCV is used.
Line 11 shows that PySerial is used.
Line 12 shows that NumPy is also used.
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Fig. 4.64 IMPORT Section of “CNT_Block.py”.
……………….

Fig. 4.78 Function Read_Sound_Counter_Real_Time() used in “CNT_Block.py”.
Let us switch now to the CM-150/151 side to see how its TASK code handles these 11 different
Remocon Packets.

4.3.3 “CNT_Block.tskx/tsk3”
The overall structure of the TASK program “CNT_Block.tskx/tsk3” is rather straightforward,
just using a “lengthy” IF-ELSE-IF structure to handle each of the 11 types of Commands sent over
from the Chromebook, some needing no return packet and some requiring some more work to acquire Actuator or Sensor readings, and then sending them back to the CB via the same Remocon
Protocol.
……………….

4.4 Beyond Chromebook and Dream
At present, Spring 2022, there is only a limited number of USB devices that are supported via
Linux on Chromebooks, for example a USB webcam is supported at the Chrome OS level, but it is
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not recognized by the Linux Virtual Environment. Thus, we cannot yet use all the Image Processing features of OpenCV with the current “CNT_Block.py” Module. But with 5 more command
types still available to be defined, the author will be ready to update the CNT_Block Module
whenever USB cameras (and other USB devices) are supported at the Linux level for Chromebooks.
However, because the CNT_Block Python Module is written in Standard Python, the reader
can right now use it on a Windows OS PC or on a Linux Single-Board-Computer like the RPi Zero
2W which can support a multitude of USB devices (including video camera) and other GPIO devices also.
……………..
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Appendix A: Using Chromebooks

A.1 Choosing a Chromebook Model
Of course, the Web should be searched for the most recent survey of the “best” Chromebooks
available that suit the reader’s budget. The author used 3 Chromebook models to develop/check materials used in this book, listed in descending order for overall runtime performances:
1. Acer Spin 713 (64-bit) with 4-core Intel i5-10210U, 8 GB RAM, 128 GB SSD.
2. Lenovo Chromebook 3 (64-bit) with 8-core MediaTek 8183, 4 GB RAM, 64 GB eMMC.
3. ASUS C101P (32-bit) with Rockchip RK3399, 4 GB RAM, 16 GB eMMC.
Surprisingly, the ASUS device with 16 GB of overall storage was able to handle R+BLOCK,
R+TASK V.2 and V.3, including the Linux Virtual Environment along with THONNY IDE, on 4.6-4.7
GB for Linux storage at 50% usage. Of course, it offered only 2.6-2.7 GB of “free” memory to run
Linux applications. Thus, if the reader is looking for a Chromebook to buy, the author would recommend a “median” model with 4 GB RAM and 32 GB of storage, with the fastest CPU that the reader’s
budget allows. Bluetooth 4.2 should be sufficient to connect to the BT-210/410 modules. The reader
should also invest in a USB A or C hub to use the USB BT-410 dongle(s) which are needed for Linux
applications for single or multiple CM-150/151 robots. Micro SD cards are of course handy to transfer/backup user files from/to the Chromebook’s internal eMMC or SSD.
Official web support for Chromebooks is available at https://support.google.com/chromebook#topic=3399709, and it has good materials for Chromebook’s first-time users. Chrome OS is
based on Debian and the Debian Wiki can be viewed at https://wiki.debian.org/. The author also
uses the Chrome Remote Desktop (https://remotedesktop.google.com/) to access his Chromebooks
from a Windows PC to create video tutorials used for this book.
ROBOTIS Apps, such as R+BLOCK and R+TASK, are available for installation via the Google Play
Store (for example - https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.robotis.rblock).
For Python Programming, the user first needs to set up Linux on the Chromebook: see instructions at this web link https://support.google.com/chromebook/answer/9145439?hl=en. For more
information about this Linux container, please visit https://chromium.googlesource.com/chromiumos/docs/+/HEAD/containers_and_vms.md#Runtime-Features. More information about the installation and usage of the THONNY IDE is provided in the upcoming Section A.2.2.
The author encountered a “strange” issue with the Acer Spin 713 when using TASK V.2 and V.3,
as these two Apps would not read in example TASK codes created by the author for this book (meaning that the reader would have to “retype” these example codes when using the Spin 713). However,
the Spin 713 has no problems in loading and editing the author-provided R+BLOCK and Python example codes. On the other hand, the other Chromebooks did not exhibit these TASK related issues.
Another “usage quirk” to watch for if the reader uses a mouse with ROBOTIS Apps (especially for
R+BLOCK): the reader has to “slow” his/her button clicking rate down when choosing the wanted
“programming block” and to move it around on the computer screen. This is because these Apps are
originally tailored to work on touchscreens and touch interactions are much slower than mouse clicks
for most users.
…………………
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A.2 User Files Storage and Management
The Chromebook’s “Files” tool is like “Windows Explorer” (see Fig. A.1), but only the user-created
files are accessible under the Main Folder named “My files” at first, but the user can enable the display of “hidden” Play folders and files under the “More” icon (“3 vertical dots” icon on the right of the
top menu row). This step is necessary to enable the transfer of this book’s example programs into
their proper folders on the Chromebook’s internal storage device.

A.2.1 For ROBOTIS Apps
When a user installs any ROBOTIS App via Google Play Store, this App creates a Folder named
“RoboPlus” (normally hidden) inside the “Play files” Folder which itself is located inside the Main
Folder named “My files” (see Fig. A.1).

Fig. A.1 Author’s Folders Structure for ROBOTIS example program files.
A.2.2 For THONNY IDE
For Python Programming, the user first needs to set up Linux on his/her Chromebook if not done
so: see instructions at this web link https://support.google.com/chromebook/answer/9145439?hl=en. Once this installation is done, the Folder named “Linux files” would appear
under “My files”, and the “Terminal” App would appear in the “Launcher” tool (see Fig. A.2). The
“Linux files” folder stores all the files needed for the user’s Desktop and installed Apps. We will need
to use the “Terminal” tool to install the THONNY IDE as it is a Linux App.
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Fig. A.2 “Linux files” Folder and Linux “Terminal” App.

Appendix B: Robot Construction Notes

B.1 Avoider/Follower/Line Tracker
Please watch Video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TORJnsplPYI about how to use the
R+DESIGN App to construct this robot, but only up to Step 201 of the DREAM L2 Avoider design. The final steps are to add two IRSS-10 sensors to the Back Side of this robot and to Port 3 and
Port 4 of the CM-150/151 (see Fig. B.1)

Fig. B.1 Connecting IRSS-10s to Avoider/Follower.
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Fig. B.2 Front Wheel for Line Tracker.

B.2 TriCycle

Fig. B.3 Front Wheel Assembly of TriCycle.

Appendix C: CNT_Block Modules

C.1 CNT_Block.py
The requirements/features of the Module “CNT_Robotics_Basic.py” are listed below:
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1. The Programmer can use BLOCK-like single Python statements to create basic control algorithms for controlling geared and servo motors and for reading sensors. Each Python statement corresponds to a Specific Utility Function that sends an Appropriate 16-bit Remocon
packet to the CM-150/151. This Module is designed for interacting with a single CM150/151 based robot.
2. The format for the 16-bit Remocon packet (Bits 0 to 15) to be sent from the Chromebook is
defined as follows:
………………..

C.2 CNT_Block.tskx/tsk3
The requirements/features of the TASK Program “CNT_Robotics_Basic.tskx/tsk3” are listed below:
1. The format of the 16-bit Remocon Message sent from the CM-150/151 to the Chromebook
as Sensor Packet is defined as follows:
……………………
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